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Areport in CMAJ characterized the 1997 deregulation
of medical tuition in Ontario as “a nightmare for
many medical students,” and the dean of one medical

school predicted that “the higher fees will create barriers.”1

When my students asked if the tuition hikes were unprece-
dented, I was surprised to discover that medical historians
and educators have ignored this question, and that few have
asked how tuition influences who becomes a doctor.

In this paper I review the actual and relative costs of
medical tuition at 3 Ontario schools over the past 150
years, relating them to government funding and public ac-
cess. My questions included the following: Has the worst-
case scenario (no public funding) happened before? Has tu-
ition always risen over time? Have students in the past ever
paid as much as today’s students do? Has high medical tu-
ition been a barrier to students? And if we do not know the
answer to that question, why not?

A precedent for the worst-case scenario

Recent increases in tuition have stemmed from declin-
ing public funding of higher education. For example, the
Ontario government has just announced its intention to
give degree-granting privileges to private universities.2 If
public support for medical training were to fall to zero,

how much would students have to pay to cover all costs?
Would schools be forced to close or to privatize?

Readers may be surprised to learn that Ontario has al-
ready conducted a nearly 4-decade experiment along these
lines, and it was judged a failure. In April 1853, a federal
legislative act closed the faculties of law and medicine at the
University of Toronto (U of T).3 The institution could ex-
amine students for their degrees, but no tax money was to
be spent on teaching or facilities. Medical education was not
abolished; rather, it was “privatized” into corporate schools,
where tuition covered costs. Enormous public savings were
promised, and access was expected to improve. In the House
of Commons Francis Hincks, who introduced the bill, said,
“It is not desirable that teachers of any of the professions . . .
of a lucrative nature should be paid by the government.”4

Members on both sides of the House agreed.5 The
changes would raise standards in the “overcrowded” pro-
fessions by excluding those who were “better qualified for
inferior pursuits.”6 Only 2 members were opposed: George
Brown, the editor of the Globe, and his fellow journalist–
politician, Joseph-Edouard Cauchon of Quebec City.7

Some witnesses plausibly suggested that the faculty clo-
sure had been engineered by John Rolph.8,9 A remarkable
character — physician, lawyer and politician — Rolph has
fascinated historians for his rebel role in the Rebellion of
1837.10–12 From 1843 he ran a private medical school in
Toronto. His main rival was the King’s College medical
school, which, by 1850, had become the medical faculty at
U of T.13,14 The conservative professors at the King’s Col-
lege school disapproved of Rolph’s political views and
favoured their own students in the degree and licensing ex-
aminations, which they controlled. Provoked by this com-
petition, Rolph secured a seat in the federal legislature and
a place in Cabinet. In supporting the Hincks bill, he de-
cried the fiscal irresponsibility of the professors who let
“revenues [be] trifled away;” he chastised these “sons of no-
bility and gentry” for “sponging” off the labour of “honest
men;” and he exclaimed, “Free taught doctors, lawyers, di-
vines, or editors or bankers or butchers or bakers, everyone
must repudiate!”15 Even Rolph’s journalistic enemies joined
him in praise of the bill.16,17

In support of Rolph’s presumed influence and belying
the high language against public funding for professions,
government money continued to flow to new and existing
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medical schools, including Queen’s University, in
Kingston, which opened in 1854.18 But medicine at U of T
was finished, at least for the next 34 years, a period when
the training of doctors in Toronto was left to private, “pro-
prietary” schools — at least 2 of which
operated at any given time.14,19–23

History of Ontario medical
tuition: sources and methods

Few historians have examined med-
ical tuition.24,25 Some policy analysts have
used historical data to ask at what level
fees and loans should be set.26,27 To ex-
plore this topic, I consulted announce-
ments (or calendars) from the medical
faculties of Queen’s University,28 which
opened in 1854, the University of West-
ern Ontario (UWO), London,29 which
opened in 1882, and U of T,30 which re-
opened in 1887, to establish the average
fee for 1 year of undergraduate medical
training since the 1850s. I also sought to
relate fees to government support
through the same period.

Some methodological problems arose.
First, none of the calendar collections was
complete. Second, until 1895, students
were charged on a course-by-course ba-
sis, so the average annual fees had to be
calculated. Third, I found that students
were subject to charges for other activi-
ties intended to enhance scientific and so-
cial life. Of these extra charges, I included
only hospital fees in my calculations. Fi-
nally, the duration of medical training has
changed over time: from 4, to 5, to 6 and
back to 4 years. When fees for “premed-
ical” and “postmedical” years were differ-
ent from the fees for “medical” years,
only the latter were included.

Results in actual dollars

In 1861 the average annual fee for a
student at Queen’s (the only school for
which data are available from that pe-
riod) was $55. Tuition rose slowly in un-
even increments, reaching $80 by 1900.
This stepwise rise, which also character-
ized trends in fees at UWO and U of T
(after the faculty was reopened in 1887),
continued over the next 80 years (Figs.
1–3). Similarities and minor differences
between the 3 schools are apparent. U of
T charged the most until the 1950s,

when UWO took the lead. Tuition at Queen’s was usually
the lowest. Tuition doubled twice over 2 consecutive 40-
year periods, then it doubled over 15 years, then the rate of
increase slowed, and the next doubling took 25 years. For

Fig. 3: Average annual tuition at 3 Ontario medical schools, 1990–1999.28–30
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Fig. 2: Average annual tuition at 3 Ontario medical schools, 1910–1990.28–30
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Fig. 1: Average annual tuition at 3 Ontario medical schools, 1860–1910.28–30

Queen’s = Queen’s University, Kingston; UWO = University of Western Ontario,
London; U of T = University of Toronto.
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all 3 schools, the rise in tuition over the past 3 years
(1997–1999) represents the steepest slope in 150 years.

Slight differences in fees may not have seemed slight to
prospective students, and competition for candidates dic-
tated calendar copy. From 1894 until 1900, U of T assured
prospective students that “The Faculty … has spared no ex-
pense in making the arrangements for medical instruction
perfect.”31 The emphasis on science at U of T justified
hikes in tuition, and laboratories were featured in words,
maps and even pictures. Queen’s announcements described
Kingston as “a pleasant city, free from the attractive amuse-
ments that interfere with study.”32

Increases in tuition have been more frequent than de-
creases, especially since the 1980s. At Queen’s, for example,
tuition was raised by more than 25% in 1897, 1927, 1929,
1939, 1948 and 1982; the largest increase was 32.5% in
1948. On rare occasions, Queen’s tu-
ition fell, the greatest decline being 10%
in 1872, and the most recent, 4% in
1983. Like other commodity prices, tu-
ition has responded to important eco-
nomic events: the Great Depression,
world conflict and inflation.

Results in 1999 dollars

Clearly, $55 was worth a lot more in
1861 than in 2001, but does the steady
rise in tuition persist when the raw
amounts are converted to constant dol-
lars? Tracing dollar values back many
decades is fraught with difficulty.33 Two
tools were used for this exercise: the
gross domestic product deflation index
and the consumer price index.

Despite the relentless climb in actual
dollars, I found that when expressed in
1999 dollars, tuition was relatively stable
until the 1980s and 1990s (Fig. 4), hov-
ering around the equivalent of $2000.
Sometimes, tuition rose or fell in 1999
dollars when it appeared unchanged in
actual dollars. Relative declines in tu-
ition were more frequent than declines
in actual dollars, but the increases con-
tinue to outpace any decreases. The
50% hikes of 1998 and 1999 remained
the maximum. The stability of tuition
and then its slow rise in actual dollars
from the late 1960s to the 1980s corre-
sponded to a steady relative decline in
1999 dollars. These trends indicate the
financial privilege enjoyed by physicians
trained in the late 1960s and 1970s who
have become the academics presiding
over current fee increases.

Tuition and government support

Medical faculties have been supported to a variable extent
by government grants over the past 150 years. Because trans-
fers have been made on variable scales and through a variety
of “envelopes” from the central university administration,
precise amounts are difficult to determine. I used the financial
summaries in the annual reports of the principal of Queen’s
University to calculate the percentages of revenue for the en-
tire institution deriving from government support and tuition
(Fig. 5).34 Governments — mostly provincial — were fairly
equal partners with students in university funding from
about the turn of the century until the 1960s. Then, the per-
centage of funding from government revenue began to rise
as support from tuition declined. Recent changes show a re-
versal of the pattern and a trend toward more equal sharing.
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Fig. 4: Average annual tuition at 3 Ontario medical schools, 1860–1999,28–30 ex-
pressed in constant (1999) dollars, as determined from gross domestic product de-
flator and consumer price index.
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Fig. 5: Percentage of university revenue obtained from tuition and from govern-
ment support at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ont., 1895–1999.34
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Carpenter caper

A discussion of tuition is meaningless without considera-
tion of accessibility. Do fees have an impact on who can be-
come a doctor? Instinctively, we might say Yes, but acade-
mic and government bureaucrats typically respond with a
reassuring No, pointing to the availability of scholarships
and loans. I wondered if the costs of a medical education
could be compared to the income of a middle-class family.
Since “minimum wage” is a 20th-century concept, I had to
identify a trade that was still practised in the year 2000 and
for which salaries could be traced reliably back to 1860.

The venerable trade of carpentry flourished as a waged
industry from the time of the French Regime in Canada,35

and it is still important today. In addition, reliable figures
on carpenters’ wages are available.36–38 The hourly wages of
a carpenter through time do not correlate with weekly or
annual earnings. Twelve-hour days were common until the
1870s, a 60-hour work week then prevailed until about
1900, and the 40-hour work week was introduced after
World War II.39 But an hour of work for a carpenter is still
an hour of work.

Carpenters’ hourly wages rose steadily from a low of
about $0.09 in 1871 to more than $20 in the late 1990s. To
explore the question of how this increase compared with
changes in medical tuition, I expressed tuition in terms of
hours of carpenter labour and found a strikingly different
pattern from the trend expressed in dollars (Fig. 6). Cur-
rent fees no longer appear as the highest. In 1999 they were
moving upward but still fell below the nearly 700 hours of
carpenter labour required to support 1 year of medical edu-
cation in the 1870s. Again, instances of decline and rise are
visible, and a falling trend predominated until the 1980s. A
halcyon low point came in the late 1970s, when a carpenter
needed to work only about 83 hours to fund a year of his
daughter’s medical education.

Medical education may have been less accessible for car-

penters in the past than it is now. But the relatively lower
level of current fees that is apparent when tuition is ex-
pressed this way does not imply that we should stop worry-
ing. On the contrary, at current rates of increase, the car-
penter will soon be right back where he started. Social
policy initiatives undertaken over a century and a half — a
period that saw Confederation, the rise of the welfare state
and the development of a Canadian identity with its em-
phasis on literacy and learning — are about to be erased.
Perhaps public access to education — a characteristic of
our national identity and an emblem of our high quality of
life — is becoming a thing of the past.

Why care? Tuition and access to medical
education

The relation between tuition and the question of who
becomes a doctor is unknown. Just as fees have not been
studied historically, they have scarcely been studied socio-
logically or demographically. US historians have examined
discrimination in medical education on the basis of race,
sex and religion, but we do not know whether discrimina-
tion is also based on financial barriers.

Historical research in the United States suggests that we
should care about this matter for at least 2 reasons. First,
government support has helped to improve the quality of
education, in particular by covering the increases in costs as
laboratory science has evolved (during the bacteriology
boom of the 1880s and after the 1910 Flexner Report24,40).
When government support declines, so too do intellectual
standards and the physical plant.24,25

The second reason is the ability of medicine to address
the social determinants of health, rather than simply paying
them pedagogic lip service. Do doctors have difficulty con-
ceiving of socially determined health problems because of
their own social class? Without representatives from all so-
cial groups, how can the profession understand, research

and solve major health issues?
Studies in Canada and the rest of the

developed world have repeatedly shown
that doctors come from privileged back-
grounds.41–47 US work from the 1960s
and 1970s has suggested that perhaps
tuition plays a role in their selection. In
a 1965 report, Rosinski48 showed that
the numbers of medical students from
the lower income classes were small;
however, their highest representation
was in schools with the lowest tuition.
Another study found that students from
lower social classes performed just as
well on national board examinations as
their more fortunate peers.49 In the
United States this socioeconomic ques-
tion is bound up with issues of race and
ethnicity. Affirmative action programs,
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Fig. 6: Average annual tuition at 3 Ontario medical schools, 1860–1999, in terms
of “carpenter hours.”28–30,36–38
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designed to address the exclusiveness of medical training,
have encountered furious opposition, each side accusing
the other of racism.46,47,50–52

In 1981 Sandson53 described the “crisis” caused by a rise
in US medical school tuition to a rough average of $10 000 a
year. Claiming that minority access to medical education was
declining, he argued for enhanced financial assistance. His
essay has been cited in pleas for better loans, but his observa-
tions about declining minority presence have been ignored.

Why is there so little information on the question of the
impact of tuition on physician identity? First, the monetary
barrier is difficult to perceive. Applicants to medical school
are not in short supply: if money is a barrier for one candi-
date, another who is more affluent will fill the vacancy. Sec-
ond, the barrier operates not only at the time of application
but also before students become eligible for medical school
— something that has been addressed by initiatives in the
United States.54,55 Now that at least one postsecondary de-
gree is needed for admission, potential applicants who can-
not afford any postsecondary education are automatically
eliminated. A recently reported survey showed that lower-
income parents of 7th- and 8th-grade children in the Mar-
itimes considered university beyond their reach.56 In 1999
lower tuition was part of the successful NDP platform in
Manitoba. The new premier has admitted that evidence is
lacking for barriers created by high tuition; however, from
conversations with high school students, his team had “a
gut feeling” about barriers.57 Thus, tuition is part of a
broader question of accessibility and quality.

Finally, we do not have the information because we may
avoid the research for egocentric reasons. Doctors some-
times conduct surveys to determine the demographic char-
acteristics of our profession and of our students, but rarely
do we ask who should be here instead. Several groups have
studied applicants who were later admitted to other schools
(i.e., “wrongly” rejected applicants), but I found only one
study addressing the identity of rejected applicants: back in
1971, being female and having a public, not a private, edu-
cation were correlated with rejection.58

Perhaps a sense of entitlement hampers the investiga-
tion. It takes courage to ask if your own admission to the
profession has come at someone else’s expense, someone
who might be more deserving intellectually and more use-
ful socially, someone who was not even in the applicant
pool. Without asking that question, we lack the moral evi-
dence to bolster claims that the tuition hikes should be
stayed. So, ask it we must.

Some surveys on present students and medical school ap-
plicants are underway (e.g., as described by Sibbald1 and un-
dertaken by D.A. Sim [“Report of the 1999 survey of med-
ical students at U.W.O.,” unpublished report]), but their
focus must be expanded. Questions should be asked about
parental employment, health and income and about
whether the student comes from a single-parent family or is
disabled, a refugee, or from an economically depressed re-
gion of Canada or another country. Because Canada favours

immigration on the basis of wealth, the last of these factors
must be correlated with parental income. We should also
ask if the student considers himself or herself to be from a
minority. This work should be done on a national scale and
should extend to all undergraduates and postgraduates, a
group that will allow analysis of demographic trends over
the past 9 years, right through the staggering tuition hikes.
We must find out who is missing from our ranks.

The failure of privatization: U of T reopens its
medical faculty

When the U of T faculty was closed in 1853, the gov-
ernment claimed that taxpayers should not support training
for a lucrative profession. But the faculty did reopen. What
caused the reversal? How did Ontarians come to believe,
once again, that money should be spent on medical educa-
tion? The answer to this question should be important now,
with privatization looming again and with that unproven “gut
feeling” that future doctors may not always reflect the best,
the brightest and the fullest extent of our national diversity.

Within a short time after the faculty closure, the fired
professors lobbied the government to reopen the faculty or
provide pensions.59,60 Meanwhile, the private medical
schools in Toronto continued to operate, supported en-
tirely by fees.61–63 But partisan politics had spilled over into
all aspects of medical education. Collaborative efforts for
change foundered in endless squabbling between schools
over professional organization,64 licensing65 and hospitals,
which were deplored for biased teaching, notorious filth
and the alcoholic indiscretions of staff.66–70 Closing the med-
ical faculty had not helped, yet as late as 1877 provincial
legislation cited the 1853 federal legislation to justify its
continued closure.71 The early 1880s triumph of germ
theory and the promise of science also played a role.

Finally, in 1887, 34 years after the closure, a new On-
tario statute recreated the Faculty of Medicine at U of T.72

A handful of doctors protested, attempting to save their
private schools on the basis of the old arguments,73 but
their pleas were denigrated.74,75

In a rousing speech, the Liberal minister of education,
G.W. Ross, explained his new bill.76 Having just revamped
and replenished elementary and secondary education, he
derided the folly of withholding funds from the very culmi-
nation of the educational pyramid. The costs of running
laboratories were crippling private schools. Scientific stan-
dards were slipping, and students were leaving for study
elsewhere. The university already had the essential labora-
tories, and the instructors in those laboratories wanted ac-
cess to clinical material to enhance research and learning.
“Ample precedents [show],” Ross said, that “the State must
attend . . . to superior education … [for] every young man
and he was happy to say every young woman.” He contin-
ued, “Education in the university would be free.”76 The
people of the province would be the beneficiaries of scien-
tifically trained doctors; it made perfect sense that the peo-
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ple of the province should pay to educate those doctors.
Amazingly enough, both sides of the House agreed.77,78

The bill passed in April 1887, and U of T’s Faculty of
Medicine reopened 6 months later. Instructors of the pro-
prietary schools were invited to become the professors.61

And what of that “free tuition,” written into law in late
April 1887? It did not last long. On May 23, the new teach-
ers set out the terms under which they would join the uni-
versity. To protect them from financial loss, it was argued
that tuition should continue at least at the same rate as in
the private schools, because it had always managed to “yield
a profit to the school.”79

In the 19th century, professorial salaries were viewed
with distaste.22,61 Clinical teaching was supposed to be re-
munerated in status, through the prestige of dealing with
students, which could be turned into practice income.25

When confronted with a need to protect resources, how-
ever, the 1887 medical professors opted to charge students
rather than incur the risk of lower income. How often that
same decision has been made in times of fiscal restraint is
another intriguing question awaiting investigation.

Conclusion: What goes around, comes around

On the basis of my reading of the historical evidence, I
think that tuition in Ontario may now constitute a barrier
to medical (and other) education. It could also restrict the
intellectual quality of our future doctors. We should en-
deavour to test these hypotheses by asking courageous
questions about our identity and that of our students and
applicants. If not, we may spend another 40 years wander-
ing in a pedagogic wilderness before our grandchildren
learn, once again, precisely what the educators of Ontario
seemed to have discovered back in 1887: that a carpenter’s
daughter should not barred from becoming a doctor, and
that publicly funded medical education is good for us all.
Must history repeat itself? Perhaps not, but it seems that
we will have to fight to prevent it from doing so.
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